Abstract. In view of the well-known conjecture concerning the classification of lines in the affine plane in characteristic p > 0, it is desirable to understand how the characteristic pairs of an irreducible algebroid plane curve are affected by the relative Frobenius. This paper determines the relation between the characteristic sequences [x, y] and [x, f], where x and y are formal power series in one variable with coefficients in a field of characteristic p > 0 .
defined by e'(X) = x and e'(Y) = yp is also an affine plane curve with one place at infinity. We say that e is obtained from e by performing the "relative Frobenius" operation. This paper is part of an attempt to answer: Question 1. How is the singularity at infinity affected by the relative Frobenius?
As a motivation for this question we recall the well-known conjecture which asserts that every affine plane curve biregular to the affine line can be obtained from a line of degree one by performing a finite sequence of operations, each operation being either an automoprhism of the plane or the relative Frobenius, the latter being allowed only if A = A1. (See [1, 2, 4, 5] . ) Let the notation be as above. Then the completion of R may be identified with k [[i] ] and as a result x, y £ k((t)) have negative orders (unless x £ k or y £ k, which is a trivial case). Define x^, yoo£ tk[[t\] by ' (1/x, y/x), if ordx < ordy, (l/y,x/y), ifordx>ord>', (1/x, y/x -a), if ordx = ordy, and a = constant term of y/x. Then a description of the singularity of e at infinity is given by the characteristic sequence [xx , y^] of xx and yx , as defined in [3] or [6] . On the other hand let (x ,y) = (x,yp) and consider (x'^, j/j . A more precise version of question 1 is Question 2. How are [^ , yx] and [x^ , y'^] related?
In [3 and 6] , the characteristic sequence of a pair of series is defined only in the case where the two series have positive orders. In the first section, we extend the definition to a larger set of pairs of series and (1.4) gives a very simple relation between [xx , yx] and [x, y] . In view of that, it is clear that question 2 is equivalent to The third section is devoted to the main result, Theorem 3.1, which answers question 3 for x, y £ k((t))* of nonzero orders and such that k(x ,yp) is dense in k((r)). Note that the case where k(x, yp) is not dense in k((t)) is an easy corollary of (3.1), but does not appear here. The second section develops the notions needed for stating and proving the theorem.
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Notations. The set of integers (resp. positive integers) is denoted Z (resp. N ). A subset 77 of Z is said to be convex if j £ H whenever i < j < k and i ,k £ H. If x = (... , x(_j, x¡, xi+x, ...) is a sequence of integers then (... , x¡_x, x¡, xi+l, ...) is the sequence obtained from x by omitting the term xt if and only if xi■ = 0. In general, we adopt the notation used in [3] . In particular, if a e Z\{0} then \a\ = \a\p -maxip^lv > 0 is an integer and p"\a} and a0 = a/\a\. The ordinary absolute value will never be used, so no confusion is possible.
If x £ k((t)f = k((0)\{0} then x = ^fa/ for some family (at)ieZ of elements of k, the set Supprx = {i\ai ^ 0} is bounded below and its minimum is denoted ordx. The valuation "ord" determines a topology on k((«*)) and we denote by K the closure of a subset K of k((r)).
Characteristic sequences
In this section we define the characteristic sequence [x, y] for any x, y £ k((í))* of nonzero orders, and we state some basic properties of those sequences. We would like to acknowledge the fact that most of the material in this section is obtained from Moh's paper [3] simply by dropping his assumptions on x and y and making some straightforward adaptations in his proofs. Consequently most proofs are omitted. Note that only the definitions and some properties given in Moh's paper are generalized here, not his results dealing specifically with algebroid plane curves. Proof. The first five assertions follow from [3] . More precisely, (1) and (2) are obtained by adapting the proof of Proposition 1; (3) follows from the proof of Theorem 2; (4) and (5) are obtained by imitating the proof of Proposition 2. We prove (6) . Let e = gcd(m, n, q2, ... , qf) and note that \e\ = \m\. So ord z = e, where z -xef . Let us write [yx,x:c] = (m, qk+2, ... , qf).
Since zd = x for some d £ Z\{0} with \d\ = 1, and since c|gcd(ord>>1, ordz) and \c\ = \ordyx\, we have by part (2) [yx, z:c] = (e,qk+2, ...,qh).
Let r £ Z be such that zr = x^'"2' . Then by ±r applications of part (5) The following is an easy consequence of (1.2). It relates questions 2 and 3, in the introduction. • c|gcd(m, qf) and |cj = \m\ ;
• if we define da+x = c and di+x = gcd(di, q¡), a < i < h, then da+x>--->dh+x = l. Then da+x, ... , dh+x are called the gcd's of q . When we wish to emphasize that the indexing set is 77, we say that q is a Qsequence on 77.
For the rest of these definitions, let q = (c;m; (<7()¡e#) be a (2-sequence on H = {a, ... ,h), with gcd's da+x, ... , dh+x .
2. L(q) = {h} u {/ £H\a<i<h and |¿,.| > \di+x\} . 3 . If A? is a (possibly empty) collection of pairwise disjoint subsets of 77, let A?* be the collection of maximal convex subsets of H\\}AA7. We say that 5? is q-allowable if the following conditions are satisfied:
• Either a £ \}5^ or \m\ < \qf ;
• every S £ A? is nonempty, convex and satisfies 51 n L(q) = {max S} ; • every S £ A?* satisfies (where j = maxS) S n L(q) ç {;'} and i eS\{;}=Hî,l >!</,!• In order to be able to make inductive arguments, we have to define a notion of restriction of a pair (q, 2), where q is a (2-sequence and 3¡ £ Part(<?). .. , h) , and let 2 = (5", fi) £ Part(«j). We inductively define a sequence ®Qiq, 2) as follows.
• If (q, 2) is minimal, ®Q(q,2) = (c; m;pqa,... ,pqh).
• If (q, 2) is not minimal let (q, 2) = res(q, 2) and define ..,pdj+x,dj+x=D2,D3,. ..,DT+x), ifSx £S?*andJ£j(q,<9>), ÍPda+x,... ,pdj, dJ+x = D2, Dj, ... , DT+X), if Sx £ 5?* and j 0 J(q, S").
The proof of (2.5) is a straightforward verification that we leave to the reader. Corollary 2.6. If q is a Q-sequence and 2 £ Part(q) then ^Q(q, 2) is a Qsequence. To be precise, we regard Q>Q(q, 2) as a Q-sequence on a set whose minimium is 1. .. , j} for some j £ 77. The reader will verify that fi(j) = /(j), which allows us to write res(q, 2) = (q, 2) and res(q, 2') = (q, 2'), where q is the same in the two cases. From the definition of <PG it is easily seen that <&Q(q, 2) = Q>Q(q, 2'). So by induction we may assume that 2=2'.
Hence res(q, 2) = res(q, 2') and the result follows from (2.3).
Definitions 2.8.
1. An abstract characteristic sequence is a sequence C = (q0, qx, ... , qf),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use such that h > I, qQ, qx £ Z\{0} , q2,..., qh £ N, and if we define di+x = gcd(<?0,... ,qA) for 1 < i < h, then d2> ■■■ > dh+x = I.
2. If C = (m, n, q2, ... , qh) is an abstract characteristic sequence and d2 = gcd(ra, n), we let (C)=i id2l^;n,q2,...,qh), if \m\ < \n\, \ (d2;n;m,q2, ... ,qf, if \m\ > \n\, which is a ß-sequence on {1, ... , h} . We also define Part(C) = [i&, f) £ Part(9(C))|l G |JJ^ \m\ < \n\). Since the gcd's of <P(C, 2) are the same as those of 0Q(q (C) ,2), it follows from (2.6) that 0(C, 2) is an abstract characteristic sequence.
Lemma 2.9. If C is an abstract characteristic sequence and 2, 2' £ Part (C) are such that <D(C, 2) = <P(C, 2') then 2 = 2'. Proof. This follows immediately from (2.7).
The theorem
The aim of this section is to prove the main result of this paper:
Theorem 3.1. 1. Let x, y £ k((t))* be series with nonzero orders and such that k(x, yp) is dense in k((<*)). Then C = [x, y] is an abstract characteristic sequence and there is a unique 2 £ Part(C) such that [x, yp] = <P(C, 2). 2. Let C be an abstract characteristic sequence and 2 g Part(C). Then there exist x, y £ k((t))* with nonzero orders such that [x, y] = C and [x, yp] = <P(C, 2). Note that k(x, yp) must then be dense in k((t)).
The reader may verify that the theorem is an easy consequence of the following two propositions: Proposition 3.2. Suppose x,y £ k((t))*, ordx = m ^ 0, ordy = n ^ 0 «3««^ \m\ < \n\, and let c £ N besuch that c\gcd(m,n) and \c\ = \m\. Let [x, y:c] = (qx, ... , qf) and assume that gcd(c, qx, ... ,qf) = 1. Then q = (c; m; qx, ... , qf) is a Q-sequence and the following hold. Proof of (3.2). Uniqueness of 2 is clear by (2.7). Given an integer v > 0 consider the statement:
(1J The assertion (I) of the proposition holds whenever |ordx| < pv.
We define (2J in a similar fashion. We shall prove that (10) holds and that
(1")=M2")=>(1"+1) for v>0.
Let d2, ... , dh+x be the gcd's of q , let m¡ = qx-\-h qi for I < i < h, and let y= H atx\ + P i>n/\m\ be an expression satisfying the conditions of (1. 
